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The 30-Day Homeschooling Challenge
puts the spotlight on home education in Quebec

Montreal, November 3, 2022 - The annual 30-Day Homeschooling Challenge provides a window into the daily lives of
Quebec's family-educators for those unfamiliar with homeschooling. From November 1st through the 30th, families are
invited to post daily photos on social media to illustrate the world of home-education. This event is a great opportunity
for others to discover this way of life and to promote awareness of this still lesser-known reality.

November promises to be a colorful month for homeschooling. Throughout the month, on Facebook and Instagram,
one may discover how a number of children across the province are learning. From multiple discoveries to fun
experiments, through passionate readings and spontaneous research, users will be able to immerse themselves in
different educational and pedagogical approaches. There are no limits; the main goal is to share your learning
moments and to accompany them with a brief description or a striking anecdote.

Family-educators have the opportunity to show all the facets of their home education adventure to a large and diverse
audience thanks to the magic of social networks. By using the corresponding hashtag (in French: #30joursaef, in
English: #30dayshomeschooling or bilingual: #30daysunschooling), they will be able to broadcast their publications to
reach a maximum audience of homeschoolers and non-homeschoolers alike. While home-educators will be able to
draw inspiration from these posts, those who are not familiar with this way of life will have the opportunity to discover
its richness and diversity. It is well known that a picture is worth a thousand words.

To participate in this event, throughout the month of November, simply post on Facebook and/or Instagram once per
day, sharing something related to your daily homeschooling life. It's also a good idea to share your posts within your
network to maximize the reach of the movement.

About AQED
For 25 years, the Association Québécoise pour l’Éducation à Domicile has been working to promote, support and
defend home education in Quebec. AQED, which brings together more than 1,800 home educating families and more
than 4,000 home schooled children, informs, inspires and unites home educators across the province. AQED's goal is to
democratize family learning. The family-educators who are members want a world where this educational choice is
recognized for its true value.

Facebook page: www.facebook.com/AQEDQC
Instagram account: www.instagram.com/aqedqc
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